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databases are typically managed with an ide. in an ide, you can create database applications. if you bought the
database in a box with no ide, you can typically download one later. this is the case when you buy the database on

the internet, for example as a web-based student enrollment system. for the record, i have no idea if you can
actually download a database onto a computer without an ide. from a legal perspective, it should not be a

problem. without a license, you may use and install the software you bought on as many computers as you need.
since you have not installed it to a specific computer, it should not be able to get into a computer the user did not

buy it on, and the license should be fine. about the only place you could be in trouble is if you gain access to
somebody else’s computer. in that case, you may be in trouble if you do not have a court order allowing you to get
access to the machine. software is typically updated a certain number of times a year. however, the release cycle
can vary from company to company. new updates typically come out around the midpoint of a year (i.e. between

january and june). software that’s included with a computer typically gets updates once a year. however, the
release cycle can vary from company to company, and an upgrade may be released several times in a single year.

the association for computing machinery's special interest group in database systems technical committee
sponsors the annual acm-sigsac conference. though aimed at database professionals, many database students
find that the topics of the conferences are applicable to the development of their own teaching and research.
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depending on where you
live, you may find work as
a database professional in
a large or small company

or in a government
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agency. the american
society for information
science and technology

represents database
management

professionals. the society
publishes journal,

conference, and workshop
proceedings, a

professional designation
database, and career
content. the society

sponsors a web page,
learning resources, and
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certification programs that
can help you advance in

your career. you can earn
the certified information

systems security
professional (cissp)

credential through the
society. if you are looking
for an in-depth tutorial,

you can join asis&t's
institute. this certification

program trains you to
assess information risk

and protect systems. the
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program requires an
intense workload and

other requirements. the
association for information

systems hosts a
professional development
network that allows you to

network with industry
professionals. you can

engage in lively
discussions and solidify

your professional
knowledge. this is a

valuable way to advance
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your career. for career
information, you can also
search the society's online

directory to find a
professional association

near you. if you're seeking
a degree program, check

with local universities.
some offer degree

programs in database
management. you can

also review career
information online. some

sites, like about.com,
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feature interactive career
guides that provide

training tips. the pay for
database professionals

may fluctuate depending
on the education and

credentials you have. a
bachelor's degree typically
yields a higher pay range
of $60,000 to $80,000 per
year. a master's degree

may yield a median pay of
$70,000, depending on

the certification or position
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